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        ESAM - your air technology experts
     
    

    
        
            
            							
								
							

							
								
									ESAM for Aquaculture and Aquariums

									
										ESAM side channel blowers are commonly used to aerate fish farming enclosures such as tanks and pens to breed fish, shellfish, prawns, crabs, and shrimp. ESAM blowers are also used in pneumatic conveyor systems for automatic fish feeding, and to aerate large aquariums. Our blowers are designed to operate continuously, 24 hours a day.



As fish tanks are aerated to provide much-needed oxygen, ESAM blowers offer consistent airflow and precise air temperature to create a stable environment that keeps the fish healthy and free of allergies, ideal for large scale fish farms.									

								

							

            
           
                    
        

    
    
        
            							
								
							

							
								
									ESAM for Wastewater Treatment

									
										Wastewater treatment is becoming increasingly important to accommodate the growing needs of our environment. ESAM blowers provide the pressurised oxygen that maximises the yield necessary to help purify wastewater in sludge tanks.									

								

							

            
           
                    
        
    
    
        
            							
								
							

							
								
									ESAM for Aquatic Centres and Swimming Pools

									
										ESAM provides the air technology needed to maintain water quality and to power wave machines in aquatic centres and swimming pools.									

								

							

            
           
                    
        
    
    
        
            							
								
							

							
								
									ESAM  for Industry

									
										ESAM provides premium air technology to essentially any industry that requires the best air solutions available. This may include industrial applications such as manufacturing, refining, cleaning, and packaging.									
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					ESAM – A Great Air Technology Brand

										
                    
                    ESAM is a highly specialised company focusing is on just two products: side channel blowers and industrial oil-free air compressors. If your business depends on quality performance from air technology equipment, then come and talk to ESAM to find out more about our air technology services and solutions.                    

                

            
    
        
			            

     
    
        
            
                
                                
                                    Pumping down under

                                    
                                        Bringing more than 35 years of innovation and experience to this region, ESAM offers the Australasian industry a premium solution in air technology.

In a competitive world with constant pressure to improve performance and production, choose ESAM as your quality air technology partner.

                                    

                                
        	

                       
                        
                                
                                    A world leader in industrial air technology

                                    
                                        Since ESAM was created in 1984, the company has become a world leader in the design and production of high-quality side channel blowers and industrial air compressors.

ESAM aims to provide the best possible products, service, and support to customers. We have a proven record of excellence across all industries using air technology, marked by constant innovation and improvement.

                                    

                                
        	

                       
                        
                                
                                    ESAM is about relationships

                                    
                                        ESAM offers more than just hi-tech design and quality manufacturing.

“We are proud of our side channel blowers and compressors, but we also pride ourselves on our excellent support,” says Chief Executive Officer Greg Fox.

“We are committed to our customers enjoying their ESAM experience, from their first meeting with our representatives, through detailed technical advice before purchase, then ongoing support throughout the life of their product.”

                                    

                                
        	

                       
                                    

            
                                                								
                                    
                                

								                                                                                                                                                    
                
        

						       

								       

								       

				     
    
  
      
			         
	
		               
			                  
				Pumping down under
                
				                 
					Bringing more than 35 years of innovation and experience to this region, ESAM offers the Australasian industry a premium solution in air technology.

In a competitive world with constant pressure to improve performance and production, choose ESAM as your quality air technology partner.

             
				
             
			
           
			               
							
				            
					        
				
		
				            
			

		
	
	
              
			         
	
		               
			                  
				A world leader in industrial air technology
                
				                 
					Since ESAM was created in 1984, the company has become a world leader in the design and production of high-quality side channel blowers and industrial air compressors.

ESAM aims to provide the best possible products, service, and support to customers. We have a proven record of excellence across all industries using air technology, marked by constant innovation and improvement.
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“We are committed to our customers enjoying their ESAM experience, from their first meeting with our representatives, through detailed technical advice before purchase, then ongoing support throughout the life of their product.”

             
				
             
			
           
			               
				            
			

		
	
	
              
					       

								       

								       

				 	



    
     
        
            
             
                
                                                    
                                        The ESAM Commitment                                    

                                    
                                        Cutting-edge design and quality manufacturing are just the beginning of your experience with ESAM. Our side channel blowers and oil-free compressors are supported by an outstanding level of service to customers. We are committed to the customer relationship, from detailed technical advice before you purchase, through to ongoing support and spare parts for the life of your product.                                    
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                                        Do you want to speak to someone about your specific requirements?

                                        Our friendly staff will be able to assist you with your enquiry

                                        Enquire Now
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